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GlaxoSmithKline Submission to the Select Committee lnquiry into the Tasmanian poppy lndustry

Thank-you for the opportunity to submit our evidence to the Select Committee. Data supporting our
submission is attached. Some of the information contained in our submission has been discussed with,
and provided to, the Tasmanian Government during formal consultations on the future of the poppy
industry. While the submission is focussed on addressing the principal subject outlined in the Terms of
Reference, being the effect on the Tasmanian Poppy lndustry on potent¡al importation of raw poppy
capsules (poppy straw) from Turkey, we have also submitted evidence on wider matters affecting the
industry in its current form.

The Australian poppy industry, like every other global industry, is subject to competitive and other
externaland non-controllable pressures like climatic change and financial upheavals. GlaxoSmithKline
(GSK) strongly believes that an industry whose stakeholders acknowledge these changes and is flexible
and nimble enough to stay ahead of the competition in such an environment will ultimately be more
successful and sustainable. GSK trusts that this inquiry will help to communicate to the Tasmanian
community the very real and pressing issues facing the industry and embraces the pos¡t¡on that GSK has
been espous¡ng to the Tasmanian Government and other industry stakeholders in recent months; namely
the industry requires more operational flexibility for the benefit of the poppy processors, the¡r staff,
customers, suppliers (growers) and the wider comm unily. Therefore, while the importotion of Turkish
poppy straw into Tosmania is not an oction GSK would undertake, we support the Tasmanian
Governments recognition of the need for more industry operationolflexibility in its decision in relotion to
this matter.

While we acknowledge that this is a controversial subject, ignoring the strong pressure coming from
customers and other external forces could harm the industry and hinder its ability to adjust and evolve.
GSK is confident that fostering more operationalflexibility will lead to a stronger Australian industry and
the continuation of Tasmania as the premier growing region for poppies anywhere in the world.

We are ready to provide additional information and data or respond to any questions or comments the
Committee may have after its consideration of our submission.

Yours sincerely

çø,
Steve Morris
General Manager - Opiates Division
GlaxoSmithKline Australia

il: steve.m.morris@gsk.com

Glaxosm¡thKline Austral¡ä Pty Ltd
ABN 47 100 162 481

:O417 330363
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GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) Submission to Select Committee of lnquiry: Tasmania Poppy tndustry

Executive Summary:

GlaxoSmithKline Australia supports the Tasmanian Government initiatives that recognise the need for
improving our ability and operational flexibility to operate and compete in a fast moving global
marketplace. For GSK one critical element in improving our operational flexibility to compete is having
the ability to develop our own poppy sourcing strategies. While the ímportation of Turkish poppy straw
into Tasmania is not an action GSK would undertake, we support the Tasman¡an Governments
recognition of the need for more industry operational flexibility in its decision in relation to this matter.

While Tasmanian grown poppies currently supply abouT 49% of global demand for the medicinal alkaloids
that are extracted from them, this market share and the overall value of this share is threatened by
recent events in Tasmania through largely uncontrollable forces such as climatic events. Customers are
demanding higher levels of supply security from their suppliers, and as the worlds largest supplier to
open traded markets, GSK requires more operational flexibility to maintain its position and protect our
core Tasmanian and Australian operations.

GSK's 10 Year lndustry Visíon:

ln the context of the Select Committee lnquiry, GSK's vision is an Australian poppy industry that has the
flexibility and pro-active Government support to evolve to meet the ever-changing needs of the
marketplace, in particular having Government recognise it is prudent for a global business to have a
strategic sourcing strategy. An industry with a focus in Tasmania - but not afraid of using its strengths
anywhere in the world to participate in innovative value-added partnerships, to licence and sell its
expertise to ensure a strong, flexible and stable supply chain that meets the needs of customers and
patients.

global source of poppies.

Background lnformation :

o GSK founded the poppy industry in Australia in the 1960's by selecting Tasmania as the place to
grow poppies and Victoria as the place to perform value added processing

o GSK Opiates Division is I0O% dedicated to the production and marketing of poppy derived
products. GSK employs 185 people in this endeavour, over 95%in ruralAustralia

o ln Tasmania, GSK routinely works with over 450 growers annually to grow and produce a poppy
crop. ln 2012 GSK will sow approximately 1-0,000 hectares of poppy. Total Australian industry
land requirements could be as high as 35,000 hectares in2OL2- at least 20% above the previous
record land utilised.

o ln 2012, the farm gate revenue from poppies (payments made to Tasmanian growers) could be in
excess of RS120m

o Driven by R&D, the productivity (as measured by kg alkaloid/hectare) of the Australian industry
outstrips compet¡tors, but cost competitiveness versus other global producers is declining
(primarily due to exchange rate factors)

o Australia supplies approximately 49% by volume of global opiate raw material alkaloid (or
Narcotic Raw Materials - NRM) requirements

o Global NRM (not including opium) growth in the last five years has been 5% (5yr CAGR)
ou ul'uîorphine 

growth L% 5yr cAGR

' Thebaine growth 19% 5 yr CAGR

o Australia's share of morphine is declining/flat
o Australia's share of theba¡ne is declining
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o ln the recent past sx new geogrophres have either started or are seriously investigating the
cultivation of poppy in competition to Tasmania - largely driven by customer demand for
increased supply security and lower cost.

o The total global NRM market is worth about AS400m pa, however despite volume growth overall
value of this segment is declining.

o The NRM segment supports a value added global pharmaceutical market of opiate derived
medicines segment worth about AS11b pa. The main component of this market is for treatment
of pain.

o The industry is largely denominated in US dollars. With almosT L00% of Australian poppy industry
costs in Australian dollars, the impact of the dramatic strengthening of the Australian dollar is

very significant.

Key lssues:

The key issues facing the industry, from GSK's perspective, are:

¡ Overall demand growth cannot be sustainably met by simply increasing land area in Tasmania
o By definition any new area gained will be lower productivity and therefore higher cost.

Quality is more important that quantity;
o The existing difference in productivity between the top and bottom quartile of land is already at

an unsustainable level;
o Chronic drought, followed by the wettest year on record (\OLO/LL) has led to decreased supply

reliability
o Resulting in loss of revenue growth and market share we may have otherwise secured;

o Customers are demanding a more secure and reliable supply - if GSK and other Australian
producers cannot demonstrate higher supply security, customers will source more from non-
Australian competitors

GSK Key Data:

o ln the last 5 crop years the total amount of land harvested versus contracted was 86%
o This is a reflection of the poor conditions that have caused supply certainty to be threatened

(although other factors can also influence)
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20ttlLzCrop Alkaloid Yield Distribution
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o The above data is for morphine crop - detailed information has been removed to protect
commercial information.

Quartile 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Average Yield (kg

morphine/ha)
X 1.8X 2.5X 3.3X

o The difference in productivity between the upper and lower quartiles is 330%
o Expanding area into land not previously utilised for poppy reduces average crop productivity

Data References: IMS; INCB Narcot¡c Drugs - Estimated World Requirement for 2012 - Est¡mates lot 2O!O; Management Data.


